Finance as the
essential trusted
business partner
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To become indispensable,
Finance needs next-generation
enterprise performance
management

Finance has emerged as the key function to help lead decision
making, develop resiliency, and capitalize on transformation.
Leaders have established
an enterprise performance
management foundation
with a data-driven culture.

Most effective decision-support organizations
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Question: To what extent has your organization invested in each of the following
talent initiatives associated with enterprise performance management? Percentages
represent the number of respondents who selected 4 or 5 on a 5-point scale.

Leaders have implemented advanced financial planning and analysis processes.
#X = more leaders have implemented the technology # times versus their peers

Implementation of technology by majority of leaders
FP&A process area

ERP
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Cash forecasting
Revenue forecasting
Management reporting
Profitability analysis
Expense forecasting
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Question: Which of the following technologies have you implemented within the financial planning
and analysis (FP&A) process areas?

Leaders have created trust in data to elevate decision making.
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Common financial data definitions
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Enterprise-wide information standards
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Most effective decisionsupport organizations

Common non-financial data definitions
Consistent definition of metrics
Standard financial chart of accounts
Common data sourcing

All others

Question: To what extent have you implemented the following data management initiatives as part of enhancing your EPM
capabilities? Percentages represent the number of respondents who selected 4 or 5 on a 5-point scale.

Leaders are adept at partnering across the C-suite to guide
strategy execution and develop resiliency.
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Most effective decisionsupport organizations

Chief Executive Officer
Chief Technology Officer
Chief Operations Officer
Chief Information Officer
Chief Innovation Officer
Chief Risk Officer
Chief Sales Officer
Chief Marketing Officer

All others

Question: To what extent does your Finance function collaborate with the following members of the C-suite regarding EPM?
Percentages represent the number of respondents who selected 4 or 5 on a 5-point scale.

Source: Question: Which of the following technologies have you implemented within the FP&A process areas?

Are you ready to reinvent your Finance’s decision support capabilities?
Unlocking new value from enterprise data faster requires CFOs accelerate
the digitization of their enterprise performance management capabilities.
To learn more, visit
ibm.co/finance-business-partner
Learn more
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